
TRAVEL AFRICA,
with the brand new contemporary

women’s wear collection from SIKA’A 



Explore Africa in all its 
glory – the latest collection 

from SIKA’A draws inspiration 
from traditional African

fashion and bold prints, with
a contemporary twist. 

SIKA'A JUMPSUIT



Introducing ‘Travel Africa’, the latest collection from 

SIKA’A. Inspired by the diverse and beautiful artistic 

design influences found across Africa, the latest 

collection from SIKA’A takes the iconic and 

traditional African style, and updates it for a modern 

look designed for the 21st century woman.

Influenced by prints and styles from Ghana, Nigeria 

and Cameroon to the Ivory Coast and South Africa, 

our latest collection is diverse and true to its heritage.

Our beautifully made garments feature a variety of 

African designs which come from across this diverse 

and wonderful continent. We take traditional African 

styles, prints and concepts which are prestigious to 

Africa and combine them with a dose of modern 

creativity in our ‘Travel Africa’ collection.

Enjoy browsing our collection featuring stunning 

African print designs.

THE COLLECTION

SIKA’A NOLLYWOOD AFRICAN PRINT MAXI SKIRT SIKA’A KOKO PENCIL SKIRT



ELANGA SHORT SLEEVE TOP

Our collection of African woman’s 

fashion used powerful African print 

designs in sumptuous materials and 

textures. Our contemporary collection 

uses modern and traditional colour 

combinations. Our well balanced 

collection includes separates, outfits 

and co-ords which feature updated 

African interpretations of ‘classics’ like 

the SIKA’A’s Koko pencil skirt, SIKA’A 

Springbok Coat and Sikk’a Waxwax 

Jumpsuit.



CAPTION

This stunning African inspired collection blends 

traditional colours and patterns with clean modern styles. 

The designs incorporate silhouettes, prints, colours and 

cuts which pay homage to the people and places of West 

Africa, their use of fabrics and the unique culture.

From the bold geometric shapes, patterns and colours of 

the Nollywood African Print Maxi Skirt to the bold yet 

elegant SIKA’A Long-sleeved African print dress, we have 

taken inspiration from across Africa.

From free flowing dresses take inspiration from the Kabba 

of Cameroon and colours and styles across the collection 

are inspired by the handwoven fabrics and cloths of Ivory 

Coast, the ‘Travel Africa’ collection features an eclectic 

palette of bold and sandy colours. Rich yellows and deep 

reds mix with bold cut-away floral prints and gentler 

blues. The colours transport you from beautiful golden 

beaches with deep blue seas to the edge of the desert via 

the forest of the Cameroonian Highlands. Prints are bold, 

with stripes and colour blocking, motifs and intricate 

geometric patterns celebrate the art, history and cultures 

of these diverse countries.



The ‘Travel Africa’ collection is an opportunity 

for you to support the promotion of positive 

images of Africa and the dignified people from 

countries such as Ghana and Nigeria.

Our focus is always on ensuring that the 

distinguished stories at the heart designs are 

heard, and that the unique talents of African 

designers that we work with gain

international recognition. 

We are proud to offer our platform to 

encourage trade and skills development with 

such as beautiful part of the world. 

OUR AIM

SIKA'A LONG-SLEEVED AFRICAN PRINT DRESS SIKA'A TIE WAIST TOP



CAPTION

From beautiful and versatile 

printed fabrics to high-quality 

patterns and textiles, the ‘Travel 

Africa’ collection features dresses, 

skirts, jumpsuits & playsuits, coats 

& jackets, Dashiki, shorts and 

trousers, tops and blouses and is a 

must for any discerning, 

style-conscious African fashion 

follower. 

SIKA’A’s high fashion fabric 

collections take traditional African 

textile designs to new levels.

Rich colours and vibrant patterns as 

well as more delicate prints make a 

real impact whether for the day or 

the evening. 



ELANGA TIE DRESS

Catwalks across the world are 

looking to African designers and 

design influences.  As designers 

flamboyantly mix African and 

Western design styles, colours and 

patterns, we can bring you stunning 

and new interpretations of 

contemporary womenswear. 

The ‘Travel Africa’ collection brings 

to life a new look for the confident, 

modern African woman, whether at 

work or play. 



SIKA’A WAXWAX JUMPSUIT

SIKA’A are committed to bringing you unique, 

contemporary African fashion with a traditional 

twist. We strive to pay attention to detail and 

provide only high quality garments. We source 

the best fabrics and vibrant prints. Whether you 

have a single statement garment or a complete 

outfit, all out clothes are designed to bring 

individuality to your wardrobe.  

We promote African and African women’s 

fashion by using custom sourced , hand woven 

fabrics which are made to order using varied 

colour combinations. We bring you passion for 

African Passion.

The ‘Travel Africa’ Collection,
Contemporary yet Bold Styles

to Inspire your Look.



SIKA'A LONG BACK SLEEVELESS TOP

Browse the Travel Africa Collection now

sikka.com


